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Kadaster

• Cadastre, Land Registry and Mapping agency

• Currently developing into geo-node
  – Public restrictions
  – Buildings & addresses
  – Cables and pipelines
  – Zoning plans
  – Large scale mapping
  – Energy labels
NSDI-NL

- GI council
- Geonovum
- Investment program M€ 20,-- (Space for Geoinformation)
- Plus many bi/multi lateral initiatives

- But why are we not happy?
Happy families are all alike;
every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way

Anna Karenina
Tolstoj
Assessing SDI’s

Happy SDI’s are all alike;
every unhappy SDI is unhappy in its own way

Assessing SDIs

• NSDI is an organisation like any other
• Use commonly used models, not SDI specific ones
• Use of EFQM model to analyse the cooperation within the chain (INK)
Approach

• Pragmatic approach using 3 cases
  – Living environment
  – Water management
  – Emergency control room

• Results
  – Lessons-learned per case
  – General results for view on NSDI
Some results (1)

- Leadership
  - Fear of loss of identity
- Strategy
  - What is the chain problem?
  - Political pressure helps!

Some results (2)

- People management
  - When you cooperate, don’t forget to tell your staff
Some results (3)

• Processes
  – Level of cooperation

  Plateau 1
  Operationele coordination

  Plateau 2
  Tactical alliance

  Plateau 3
  Strategic order

Some results (4)

• Resources
  – ICT
  – Finance
General conclusions

• Cooperation you have to learn
• INK-models supports, don’t use these tools to strict
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